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stars from diffuse matter enables us to understand
various effects that are observed in stellar associations
and explains not only the structuring of the star clusters
that emerge and the observed velocity field of their
members, but also the physical composition of the
formations, which is characterized by the form of the
stellar magnitude (V) vs. color index (fl-F)diagrams
of the members of Τ associations (Fig. 1) and OB as-
sociations (Fig. 2).

The associations are of the same nature. Any OB
association contains stars of the Τ Tauri type. On the
other hand, it may be supposed that the Τ associations
are precursors of OB associations. This is indicated
by the presence of compact HII regions and infrared
radiation sources in dark nebulae.

V. B. Fiks. Directional Atom-Nucleus Collisions in
Single Crystals—a Method of Measuring the Lifetimes
of Short-Lived Nuclei and Investigating Crystals. Meth-
ods of measuring the lifetimes of compound and excited
nuclei (τ) are of great interest for nuclear spectroscopy,
but it is quite difficult to find efficient "microclocks"
for T 5 1 0 " 1 4 sec.

The region of existence of compound and excited nu-
clei with lifetimes of the order of 10" le-10"14 sec is
now least accessible to measurement, since the "shad-
ow" method is used chiefly for times r~10"1 8-10 l e sec
and for nuclei that emit charged particles, and the
method in which the Doppler shifts of y-quanta are
measured on deceleration of excited nuclei is inef-
fective for τ SlO"14 sec.

Directional atom-nucleus collisions of compound
nuclei (CN) with neighboring atoms in single crystals
can be used to turn the crystal into a "microclock" for
measurements of τ~10"1β-10"14 sec, and the observed
compound nuclei into indicators for study of crys-
tals. ιι~" Let a monokinetic beam of particles (a) with
a small angular divergence (~l-3°) be incident on a
crystal consisting of A atoms, and let a beam B* of
CN be formed in nuclear reactions of the type a+A
— B* + b— c. By orienting the crystal relative to the
nuclear beam B*, we can aim the CN along lines of
nodes, thus causing collisions of B* nuclei with cer-
tain neighboring atoms. The following properties of
directional collisions are essential:

1) By setting up nearly "head-on" collisions, it is
possible with high probability to cause large-angle scat-
tering, 0> β ο ~1. The probability of these collisions is

According to Larson's calculations, I 5 J a star that
emerges as a result of gravitational collapse of a pro-
tostar cloud (and is initially observed as an infrared
object) becomes visible to the eye sooner the smaller
its mass. This is why only stars of late spectral
classes are seen in Τ associations (see Fig. 1) in the
stage before they emerge onto the initial Main Sequence,
which is represented by the dashed lines in Figs. 1 and
2. Stars of early spectral classes whose masses ex-
ceed two sun masses are not yet visible in these group-
ings, and become visible as already fully formed Main
Sequence stars 3 · 10e years after the appearance of the
less massive members of the association, which have
still not had time to come onto the initial Main Sequence.
The Τ-associations are then transformed to OB associ-
ations (see Fig. 2).
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ιν(ΘΟ) = 1-βκρ[-ρζ(θ0)/β], where ρ(θα) is the impact pa-
rameter corresponding to the angle θ0 and β is the mean
square of the relative displacements of the Β and A nu-
clei due to lattice-atom vibrations. The values of tv(90)
for CN energies ε 510β eV {β~ 10"18 cm2) lie in the range
from ΙΟ"1 to 1.

2) The collision probability maximum lies in a nar-
row range of angles δα <; (V]i/dla) (dla are the distances
between nodes).

3) Collisions with different neighbors can be set up by
varying the distance dla. Thus, directional collisions
can be used to vary the velocity and direction of motion
of the CN substantially and for stepwise adjustment of
the time of flight of the nuclei between collisions. Cer-
tain parameters of the emission of compound nuclei are
related to the direction of motion of the nucleus and its
velocity, e.g., the energy and angular distributions of
the emitted particles, etc. By analyzing the emission
spectrum for an "indicator" parameter, we can deter-
mine the lifetimes of the nuclei and study the colli-
sions. c 2 " 3 ] The "indicator" parameter might be the
Doppler shift <x>D of the frequency of the y-quantum (see
Figure). The angular distributions of the particles
might be measured in reactions with strong anisotropy
of the angular distributions. The simplest example of
such anisotropy due to the kinematics of the motion is
the escape of slow neutrons near the threshold of (/>, n)
reactions. The nucleus lifetimes that become accessible
to study with the aid of directional collisions range
from 10"16 to 10"14 sec, since the displacements of the
nuclei between collisions dle~ 10"8-10"7 cm and their
velocities ν * =107-108 cm/sec. This range may in-
clude "long-lived" compound nuclei that emit particles
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ν
Form of Ooppler shift of γ-quanta as a function of the angle β
between the direction of the nucleus beam and the line of nodes.
1—Nondirectional collisions, a » V β/d; 2—directional colli-
sions, TBld^V*.

and ultra-short-lived "y-excited" nuclei. For ex-
ample, it would be advantageous to use this method to
investigate excited nuclei in (a, y) reactions and com-
pound nuclei in (a, n) reactions or neutron-scattering
reactions.

In reactions of the type a+A-B*+b-C* + y, it is
also possible to isolate the excited nuclei C*, which
have a definite direction of motion, and to arrange
collisions between these nuclei and their neighbors.
This is done by the standard method, using coinci-
dence circuits. The direction of the primary beam
and the B* nuclei does not in this case coincide with
the direction of the atomic collision. It is essential
that the distribution probability of the impact param-
eters for the C * nuclei depends in this collision scheme
not only on β, but also on the displacement JCX of the
B* nuclei along the normal to the line of collision, i.e.,
on the lifetime 7% of the B* nuclei. This dependence is
in evidence at distances χί~/βα 10"9 cm and makes it
possible to register values of τ% ~ 5.10"18 sec.

Compound nuclei with known lifetimes T~10" 1 6 -10" U

sec and all compound nuclei whose lifetimes can be
determined reliably by the present method can then be
used as indicator nuclei for the study of crystals. The

A. A. Komar. φ-Particles: The Experimental and
Theoretical Situation. The general term "φ particles"
pertains to a group of recently discovered unstable
bosons with masses ranging from 3 to 4 GeV and life-
times 2-3 orders longer than the usual lifetimes of
heavy hadrons." The first two terms of this set ψ(3095)
and ψ(3684) were discovered at the end of 1974.2) Dur-
ing the past year, several more particles belonging to
this group have been discoveredt3~6:: ψ(2750), ψ(3410),
and ψ(3510); there are also references to the existence
of ψ(3550). Unstable boson formations ψ(4100) and
ψ(4450) with widths that are now typical for massive
hadrons, although they may be genetically related to
φ particles with smaller masses, have also been reg-
istered.

The interest in φ particles is due primarily to their
relative stability, which is unusual for such heavy

angular coordinates of neighboring atoms relative to
the indicator atom and the equilibrium positions of the
indicator nuclei (atoms) in the lattice can be determined
with high accuracy, of the order of 1-3°. In principle,
it is possible to determine the distances to the neighbor-
ing atoms, and also the nature of these atoms, Analy-
sis of the conditions that the indicator nuclei must sat-
isfy indicates that there may be a considerable number
of them.t41 A number of known resonant (p, y) reac-
tions create excited nuclei that can be used as indica-
tors, e. g., 12C (p, y) 13N, leO (p, y) 1 7F, 23Na {p, y) 24Mg,
42Ca(/>,y)43Sc.

Relatively "long-lived" nuclei with τ*$ 10"13 sec can
be used for most problems of analysis, since the emis-
sion spectra of such nuclei are distorted only slightly
by subsequent deceleration after the first collision.
According to y-spectroscopic data,C53 most nuclei with
ζ S30 have excited levels with τ * $ 3 · 10'14 sec.

The use of indicator nuclei may provide a helpful
supplement to existing diffraction and corpuscular
methods of analysis, especially in such problems as
determining the positions of lattice defects, studying
atomic collisions in crystals, bremsstrahlung losses,
and features of radiation-induced defects.
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"That is, we are concerned with lifetimes of 10"20-10"21 sec
and, accordingly, decay widths of 0.1-1 meV.

2 )For a detailed description of the situation early in the study
of ψ particles, see1 1 '2 3.

elementary particles. The properties of ψ(3095) and
ψ(3684) have now been studied in detail. The aggregate
of the data indicates that these particles are hadrons:
the conservation laws characteristic for strong inter-
actions are observed in their interaction with other had-
rons. The interaction cross sections of the φ particles
that have been studied have been found to be about an or-
der smaller than the cross sections of known hadrons.
Thus, the total cross section of interaction of ψ(3095)
with nucleons at energies ~ 100 GeV is estimated at
1 mb.

There is every reason to believe that the other φ par-
ticles are also hadrons, since they form from ψ(3095)
and #(3684) when the latter emit a y quantum (Fig. 1),
i. e., as a result of minor restructuring.

The concept in which the φ particle is a bound system
consisting of a heavy quark and an antiquark and as-
signed the new quantum number "charm" is currently
dominant in treatment of the nature of φ particles. In
this treatment, the smallness of the decay widths of ψ
particles is explained by the small annihilation prob-
ability of heavy quarks, which may be due dynamically
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